
HOMEPLAY SUGGESTIONS  
 
 
What do you feel inside your body that lets you know a pause is needed, or that 
a pause is about to happen spontaneously? 
 
Explore the effect of more frequent and longer pauses in Mentastics and 
tablework.  
 
What does a ratio of 1:1 of movement and pause create for you? How about 
pauses that are twice as long as the movement exploration? Play with different 
ratios and notice the effect. 
 
Notice how long it takes for sensation to fade during pauses in Mentastics and 
when you receive tablework. Does it vary? 
 
How can I punctuate and potentize pauses in my personal Mentastics practice? 
In tablework? 
 
Look at the WordCloud. Investigate words you’d like to work into your 
vocabulary. Practice saying them out loud. Then use them in a sentence.  
 
Practice explaining to each other why we pause in Trager. Use a few words that 
are new to you. Dare to blurt out anything that comes to your mind. Refine with 
practice. 
 
Practice talking about the importance of pauses in Trager with clients. Use 
metaphors from music, literature, speaking, or dance. Add in a bit of 
neuroscience. 
 
 
Roger’s Mentastics lessons to notice and explore the impact of pausing. 
 
#1  
Pausing punctuates the organic arc of a Mentastics somatic movement practice 
session. (This process mirrors and is modeled after the arc of a complete Trager 
session that often includes arriving and connecting, interviewing, some 
Mentastics somatic movement exploration, some manual therapy at the table, 
return to vertical, observing and describing changes, teaching recall and closure.) 
 
Discovering organic cadencing in the arc of a personal session…what can I 
discover when I give special attention to: 
 

1. Beginning…the moment of quiet stillness as you shift your attention to the 
messages from your sensory information. The Pause before you begin is 
beginning with Pausing. 



2. When shifting back and forth from one layer to another in the evolution of 
somatic movement explorations.  

(1) A kind-hearted interview in motion. “How is it in this body in this 
moment?” Noting the variety of textures in the whole landscape of 
internal sensation, noting the details as well as the overall mood, 
body areas, movement and sensory qualities, emotional and 
energetic states, etc. Pause to let all that register in you and find 
internal words or images.  

(2) A wondering wandering in open-ended possibilities. “How could it 
be? Lighter? Easier? Freer? More balanced?” Supported by recall 
of previous positive feeling states, previous somatic movement 
training. Pause to consider options. 

(3) A choice of direction for the movement inquiry, a setting of 
intentions. “How would I like it to feel today? Where shall I begin?” 
Articulate to myself what direction or intention to aim for in this 
session, pausing to reflect or recall before using movement to 
discover more about that desired feeling.  

3. When closing the session, observing and describing sensory changes, 
pause to coalesce a clear simple experience to recall later.  

 
#2 
Exploring the effect of timing, pacing and dosing 
Pause as I begin 
 Where do I feel weight in my body, mind or spirit? 
 Where do I feel lightness in my body, mind or spirit? 
 
Invite your body into a practice session about finding a better balance between 
weight and lightness, using movement and sensory inquiry and timed pauses 
 
Repeated equally timed segments of movement and pause… 

20 sec movement, 20 sec pause 
40 sec movement, 40 sec pause 

Unequal segments 
 1 min movement, 20 sec pause 
 20 sec movement, 1 min pause 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


